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INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

 

Knight Property Group PLC are seeking planning permission to 

erect a new 3 bedroom mews building on Dublin Street Lane 

South. The new building would sit on the North-facing side of 

the lane in a car park partially owned by Knight Property 

Group PLC. The blue line on the location plan indicates the 

ownership and the red indicates the area of construction. 

 

Applicant: Knight Property Group PLC 

Architects & Agents : CDA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aerial Photograph showing site boundaries and ownership 
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 HISTORICAL CONTEXT & PRECEDENT 

 

Dublin Street Lane South, which was formerly known as ‘Duke 

Street Lane’ as shown in image 1, has been subject to significant 

change over 100 years. 

 

The south side of the lane used to be almost completely 

occupied by mews buildings and warehouses, however since 

then the map would suggest only 3 buildings have remained 

through the years. 

 

Much of the space, including the space of this planning 

application, has been converted to parking and has weakened 

and fragmented the identity of the lane.  

 

Introducing a mews building in this space would help reinstate 

the strength of the streetscape, similar to how it was 100 years 

ago. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. 1912 map - with proposed site outlined in red.. 

2. 2017 map - with proposed site outlined in red. 
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 LOCATION 

 

The site lies on Dublin Street Lane South. The lane runs east 

to west and is parallel to two Georgian townhouse streets: 

York Place and Albany Street. The site itself can be recognised 

by the two splayed walls that allow for vehicular access. 

 

The surrounding buildings vary in age and size. The Georgian 

townhouses of York Place are approximately 5 storeys, 

however the houses and garages on the lane are a mix of 2 and 

3 storeys. 

 

There are around 24 dwellings or garages on the lane, most of 

them have been built, altered or extended in the last 20 years.  

 

 

 

 

 

1. Isometric view of the site showing relevant boundaries. 

2. View of Dublin St Lane South and entrance to car park 

3. View from inside car park looking North 
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 CONTEXT 

 

Unlike the Georgian townhouses, this lane does not have 

consistent characteristics. Dublin Street Lane is a traditional 

lane and has a variety of mews houses which, over the years, 

have been built and re-built using different materials, scale and 

styles. Despite the variations however these buildings do form 

strong building frontages which are only around 7m apart on 

either side of the lane. This has resulted in many instances 

where the windows serving the principal rooms within the 

mews houses are directly opposite each other. This is an 

inherent characteristic of a traditional mews lane. 

 

The images below highlight the eclectic nature of the lane. For 

example, 23 Dublin St. Lane South (image 1) is a Category A 

listed building from early 19th century. This 2-story mews 

building sits in contrast to 21 Dublin St. Lane South (image 2), 

which was built in 2007 with large windows, steel and glass 

balconies and a flat terraced roof. The surrounding does not 

offer a restricted contextual response for this project. 

 

 

1. 23 Dublin St. Lane South 

2. 21 Dublin St. Lane South 

3. 17E Dublin St. Lane South 

4. 30 Dublin St. Lane South 

5. 28 Dublin St. Lane South 

6. 14 Dublin St. Lane South (South Elevation) 

7. 22 York Place (North Elevation) 

8. 20 York Place (North Elevation) 

9. 13 Dublin St. Lane South 

10. 14 Dublin St. Lane South (North Elevation) 

11. 28 York Place (North Elevation) 
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PROPOSAL 

 

The proposed development consists of a 3 storey mews 

property with 3 bedrooms spread over the first and second 

floors with the main living accommodation located on the first 

floor. At street level there is an entrance to the property along 

with a garage door that provides one parking space within the 

curtilage of the building. 2 private car parking spaces have been 

retained within the undercroft of the building to the rear of 

the property. These spaces are independent to the mews 

property which is provided with a space within the garage. The 

property visually presents a 2 storey building to the street with 

a recessed top storey providing further accommodation within 

this developed roof. 

 

The main principle of the proposed design is to strengthen the 

form of the street. Images 1 and 2 demonstrate how the 

design has replaced a neglected section of the street with a 

simple but robust form. 

 

The design is a contemporary interpretation of a traditional 

mews building with a simple palette of materials to 

complement the surroundings and enhance the nature of the 

street. 

 

The stone cladding matches the primary material of the 

Georgian townhouses while the anthracite zinc cladding 

reflects the tones of the neighbouring slate roofs. The timber 

cladding which is secondary to the stone is used to enhance 

feature windows, the front and garage doors. 

 

1. View of existing site from Dublin St Lane South 

2. View of existing site from Dublin St Lane South with proposal 

3. North Elevation of proposal with street context 
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 PROPOSAL 

 

The proposal ties in with the scale of the surrounding buildings 

and offers more interesting and defined spaces around the 

building, as can be seen in image 2. 

 

The front elevation has been informed by the typology of a 

traditional Georgian mews building. The front door and garage 

door have been combined to minimise the apparent number of 

openings at street level, while at first floor one larger window 

floods the living space with light and references traditional 

mews windows used for the transfer of hay to the upper floor. 

 

The stepped second floor respects the height of the 

surrounding buildings whilst retaining privacy for the residents. 

The North and South elevations offer plenty of light into the 

spaces and views out to the Georgian townhouses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. View of proposal from Dublin St Lane South 

2. View of proposal looking down from York Place townhouses 
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 ACCESS & ACCESSIBILITY 

 

With the site lying on an existing car park, it is essential the 

design respects its use as part of the strategy. The small 

footprint means two spaces can be retained for private use. 

The building is narrow enough to safely allow vehicles past.  

 

The image (left) highlights the access to these spaces. The red 

arrows indicate access to the main entrance, mews garage and 

private parking which is highlighted in blue. The yellow 

highlights the additional private spaces available under the first 

floor of the proposal. 

 

The inclusion of the garage on the ground floor means the 

principal living level must be located on the first floor as per 

clause 4.2.10 of the technical handbook.  

 

Therefore the stairs have been designed to accommodate a 

stair lift and the WC, bedroom and kitchen and are all DDA 

compliant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Isometric view of proposal with access and parking highlighted 
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